Wednesday 2nd December 2020
Reading
Knowledge
Task
Matilda
Retrieval
By the time she was three, Matilda had taught
1. How old was Matilda when she taught herself to read?
herself to read by studying newspapers and
2. How had Matilda taught herself to read?
magazines that lay around the house. At the age of
Vocabulary
four, she could read fast and well and she naturally
3. Use the word hankering in a sentence of your own.
began hankering after books. The only book in the
e.g. Mrs. Lenihan had a hankering for the pack of biscuits in her
whole of this enlightened household was something
cupboard.
called Easy Cooking belonging to her mother, and
4. Can you use hankering in a question?
when she had read this from cover to cover and had
Inference
learnt all the recipes by heart, she decided she
5. Why do you think Matilda wanted to read something
wanted something more interesting.
more interesting than a cooking book?
6. Why do you think Matilda had a hankering for books?
Word aware:
HankeringEnlightenedWriting

Knowledge
L.O: to use appropriate adverbials to describe how a
character behaves
https://www.theschoolrun.com/what-is-an-adverb

An adverb is simply a word that describes a verb (an
action or a doing word. He ate his breakfast quickly.
The word 'quickly' is an Adverb as it tells us how he
ate.
Remember – Adverb can go in the beginning, middle
or at the end of a sentence. If the adverb is in the
beginning of a sentence, don’t forget the comma
after the adverb.

Task
Write sentences using the adverbs to describe how Maleficent
behaves in the scene – the curse.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l8a7qDKL2Yc
Example
Calmly, Maleficent cursed an evil spell on the baby princess.
Maleficent calmly cursed and evil spell on the baby princess.
Maleficent cursed and evil spell on the baby princess calmly.
1.
a) __________, she flung the three fairies across the room.
b) Maleficent was _________spiteful when she cursed the
child.
C) When the witch entered the court, everyone hid _______.
2. Write your own sentences using adverbs from the table,
about the scene.
a) start sentence with adverb x2
b) middle of sentence x2
C)end of sentence x1

Maths
Today use your knowledge to answer the following questions.

Topic
Into the Woods
Task
Design a bird feeder from recycled material. Be creative! Look around your home to see what you could recycle.

Daily mindfulness

